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ABSTRACT

The datasets we consider are in vivo calcium-imaging
movies record ed from the antennallobe (AL). Here, information from the odor receptors on the a ntennae is integrated,
processed and then relayed to higher-order bra in regions.
In the AL, each odor smelled by t he fl y is represented as a
spatio-temporal pattern of brain activity (see sch ematic in
F igure 1). The coding units of the AL are the so-called
glomeruli t.hat exhibit diIT'erential res ponses t.o odorants.
The combined response of all the 43 glomeruli in a single
fru itay AL forms an odor-specific pa Ll el'J1 [21]. Pat.terns
recorded so far are available in the DoOR database [5].
In terms of da ta analysis, our goal is to extract glomerular
signa ls a nd patterns from calcium-imaging movies . Ideally,
we wOllld like t.o do this in a fas!. a nd memory-effi cient. way,
keeping in mind that the size of the movies is going to
increase further in the fu t ure due to the advent of highresolu tion and three-dimensional 2Photon microscopy [7] .
Here, we process imaging movies from t he Dmsophila AL
with Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [8] . Source
separation with ICA has proven helpful in the analysis of
brain imaging d ata [16, 19, 14], and can be employed to
"rind" glomcrnli in calcinm-imaging movies, i.c. 1,0 separalc
their signals from noise and artifacts [19).
ICA algorithms are typically performed after decorrelation and dimensionality reduction with a Principa l Component Analysis (PCA) [15, 9], delegating the mai n computational load to the PCA pre-processing step [1 8, 20, 16,
19] . While PCA is genera lly feasible from a comp utational
point of view, the standard approach to PCA by Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) [6] of t he data matrix scales
quadratically with the numb er of columns (or rows), and
call be s low 0 11 t he la.rge movies fil es.
We thus propose an approximate solution to PCA that,
whil e being substanti ally faster than exact PCA, keeps
biological detail in tact. Apart from our specific ICA appl ication, fas t dimensionality reduction is also of general utility
for computations on imaging movies.
How do we ach ieve a high-quali ty approximation to PCA?
T he observation is tha t, a fter processing, we usually deem
only a small fr action of the pixels to be relevant, while many
ot hers do not report a biological signa l. Following a feature
selection paradigm [1], we could, at some comp utat ional
ex pense, optimise a small set of most relevant pixels as input
for PCA.
Instead , we propose to qu ickly selec t not few bu t many
pixels (out of many more), and we do so by investing a small
amount of t ime into computing pixel sampling probabilities

The calcium-imaging technique allows us to record movies of
hra in ael ivit.y in t.hc a nt.enn al lohe of t.he frnit.ily Dmsophila
rnelanogas ter', a brain compartment where information about
odors is processed. For signa l processing that scales up with
the growing data sizes in imaging, we have developed an
approximate P rincipal Component Analysis (PCA) for fast
dimensionali ty redu ction. The approach relies on selecting
a set of relevant pixels from the movies based on a priori
knowledge about the na ture of the data, ensuring a highq llalit.y a pproximaLi on. Once in l'e A spacc, we can efficiently perform source separat ion, e.g to detect biological
signals in the movies and to remove ar tifacts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G .3 [Pmbability a nd Statistics]: Mu ltivariate Statistics;
1.4 [Computing Methodologies]: Image processing and
computer vision; J .3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: lliology a nd Genetics

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation , Performance

Keywords
biological image mmmg, approximate PCA, Monte Carlo
a lgorithm , source sepa ra tion

1.

INTRODUCTION

T he fm itfly Dr'Osoph'ila rnelanogaster' is a model organism
for research on olfaction, the sellse of smell. Ca lciumimaging, i. e. micl'Oscopy witll fluorc:;cellt calciunH;Cllsitive
dyes as reporters of bra in activ ity, allows us to a nswer
quest ions on how infor mation a bout odors is processed in
t he frui tfl y 's brai n [17].
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2.1. 2

left AL

time

right AL

Fig u re 1: An odor molecule is e ncode d a s a p a tte rn
of g lomerulus r es ponses in the ALs of the fr uitfly
brain .
The gre en and yellow glomeruli r e main
inactive (not shown), whe reas the blue and mage nta
glome ruli respond to the odor presentations (black
b a r s mark two pulses of I s each) with differential
strength. Left and right ALs , that receive input
from the left and right ante nnae , are mirrorsymme tric and contain the same types of glome ruli.

that a llow us t o pick relevant pixe ls preferentially. Evaluat ion of a pixel's relevance relics on a priori knowledge
about the nature of the biological sources: signals from
neighbouring pixels in the rcgions of interest , the glomeruli,
arc con·elated .
We proceed as follows: In Section 2. 1, we int roduce
our notation and summ arise prior work . We consider a
genera l framework for approximate SVD (Sec ti on 2.2) and
then modify it for our approximate P CA t hat is explicitly
designed for the imaging movi es (Sections 2.3 and 2.4). In
Section 3, we provid e a technical evalua tion with respect
to speed and accuracy of t he results, as well as a practical
example fo r the fast analys is of Drosophila imaging da ta
wi t h approximate P CA followed by ICA.

2.
2.1

2.1.3

Preliminaries

2.1.1 Notation
PCA [15, 9] p rovid es the following low-rank a pproximation to a d at a matrix A based on orthogonal basis vectors,
the "lines of closes t fi t to systems of poin ts in spam" [I !)],
so-called principa l co mp onents:
k

= T m x k Sk xn = L

T h · S,.J

Source separation with ICA

On imaging movies, source separa tion with IC A can be
cast into the same nota tion as P CA (Equat ion 1) . Where
PCA relics on orthogonal, i.e. uncorrelated basis vectors, the
goal of ICA [8J is to fin d statistically independent basis vectors, i.e. independ ent t imeseries in T , or independent images
in S. ICA falls into the category of "blind source separation"
(BSS ). It tries to unmix signal sources, such as glomerular
signa ls , a rtifacts and noise, mostly blind wi t h respect to the
natu re of bo th signals and mixing process, based solely on
a statistical model. T he model ass urnp t ion behind ICA is
t hat t he so urces a rc (approximately) independ ent and (for
all bu t one source) non-Gaussian.
l e A can find t he glomcruli in calciu m- imaging movics
[1 9] and therefor e serves as an applicati on example: it is
useful to compute ICA on such movies a nd we can solve the
un mi xing problem much mOIe efficien tly if we first perform
fast dimensionali ty reduction with a pproximate PCA. We
employ one of the most comm on l CA algori th ms, t he fix edpoint iterati on f astICA [8].

METHODS

A", xn : A k,

Computing PCA andfeaturesfor PCA

P CA can be computed by a singular value decomposition
(SVD ): A = m::v [6J. SVD is a minimiser of II A - Ak II F,"
i. e. the error incurred by a rank-k approximation Ak to
matrix A wit h respect to t he Frobenius norm. When t he
d ata is centered , which we can assume as our a lgori t hms
requi re one pass over the matrix prior to P CA, t he top-k
right singular vec tors V correspond to t he top-k principal
components [22]. The usual approach is to com pu te the
SVD with full dimensionali ty in V , whi ch is t hen t runcated
to the top-k singular vectors with highest singular values. In
contrast, NIPALS-style PCA [24] (Section 2.4.2) com putes
only the top-k components. Another approach to PCA is
the eigenvalue decomposition of the covaria nce matrix [9].
Regard ing feat ure selection for P CA, J olliffe [10, 11] provided evidence that many vari ables can be discard ed wit hout
signi ficant ly a ffectill g the resul ts of PCA. Several methods
based on cl ustering or mul tiple co rrelation were tested in
these studies aimed at selecting few non-redundan t features
in a PCA con text . Similar, more recent work was p er'formed
by Mao [1 3J and Li [12] .
A pa per on feature selection for PC A by Bouts idis et al.
[I] guarantees a n error bound for the approximate solution
to PCA based on a subset of the columns of m atri x A . While
concep t ually rela ted to the randomised framework in Section
2.2, ru nning time is in fact slightly above that of P CA , the
objective being not speedup bu t identifying representative
columns for d ata analysis.

(1 )

1'= 1

For our purposes, A is t he calcium- imaging movi e with
t imepoints a nd n p ixels (images flattened into vectors).
Consequent ly, the rank-k a pproximation Ak consists of a
matri x T wit h a tempora l in terpretation (distribu t ion of
load ings, t imeseries) a nd a matrix S wit h a spatial interpretation (principal component im ages) . Regarding notation,
we refer to the j th column of A as A l j , and denote the
element at the intersection of the ith row and the jth column
as Ai,j' When we refer to column selection from mat i'ix A,
wc select pixels, or, more precisely, pixel- t imeseries vectors
of lengt h m.
Tn

2.2

Monte Carlo approximate SVD

Here, we rely on a Monte Carlo-ty pc approximatc SVD
proposed by Drineas et a l. [2, 3]. Ra ndom ly selecting
c columns from A into C m xc , we can achieve an approximat ion to the sample covari ance of A with an error of
IIA AT - CCT IIFf"
In [3] , t he following relationship bctwccn the optimal rankk matrix Ak := SVD(A) and the approx imat ion Hk :=
SV D(C) was show n:

4

IIA - HkH[ All:,.

Our approach is to compu te a small part of the pixels x
pixels covariance ma trix exactly, and then to sam ple those
pixels that contribute much to the norm of this m atrix. We
are interested in the local part of the sample covariance
matrix which we denote as L = f(A T A) , !(Xi,i ) being
defi ned as follows:

~

IIA - Akll~,. + 2JkllAAT - cCT t

,

(2)

The error of the approximate SVD of A thus depends
on the optimal rank-k approximation Ak from exact SVD
plus t he difference in covariance structure d ue to column
sampling. The factor 2Jk reveals t hat the error bound is
t ighte r for small k, implicating t hat, if larger k are desired,
we should attempt to reduce the error
CCTIIF,"
e.g. by selecting more columns.
The main result of [3J was that, given app ropriate sampling of c columns from A , the expected error with respect
to the Frobenius norm of A is E:

! (Xi ,i) = Xi ,i if pixels i and j are neighbours, e lse 0 (5)
The column norms of L" x" correspond to the amount
of covariation with neighbouring pixels, i.e. if the column is
from with in one of the spatially local sources (glomeruli) , the
norm is high. Consequently, if we apply the column norm
sampling according to Equation 4 not to the movie matrix
A but to the deri ved mat rix L, we will more explicitly select
columns with biological signal content.
Departing from the error bound scheme regarding t he
norm , we can now estimate in advance the biological signal
content by computing for how much of IILIIF,' the pixel
sample accounts. In the evaluat ion in Section 3 we will see
t hat small pixel samples can explain a large part of
F ,..
In pract ice, it is more conven ient not to construct the
ent ire matrix L , but to directly compute the column norms
of L on the movie A. Here, the index T enumerates the 8
immediate neighbour pixels of the pixel in column j , i.e. the
pixels (x, y - 1), (x , y + 1) , etc. in x/y coo rdinates of the
(unIlattened) images.

IIAAT -

E

[II A -

HkH [

All:,.] ~ IIA - Akll~,. + I AII~,.
E

(3)

This result holds for column sampling probabilities Pi t hat
are not uniform, bu t depend on t he euclidean column norms
IA l il:

IILII

2

IA/ i I

IIAII ~,.

(4)

*'

In particular , the upper bound from Equation 3 holds if
we sample with replacemen t c 2:
columns. This means
that the error E can be made arbitrarily small by sampling
a suffi cient numb er of columns c, a nd we can compute in
adva nce the c required to achi eve the desired E.
Following the Monte Carlo framework, we can sample c
pixel-timeseries into C and achieve an upper bound on the
error by a pproximate SVD with respect to IIAII ~,. a nd the
approx imation of the time x time covariance AAT.
The upper bound, is, however , not very tight. If we wish
to achieve E = 0.05 for k = 20, we would need to sample
wi th replacement 32,000 pixels, which leads to considerable
speedups on large datasets (", 150, 000 pixels; see Section 3),
but is impractical for the medium-size datasets (", 20,000
pixels).
T he main contributi on of the norm-based Monte Carlo
approach is thus to show that the correctness of SVD/PCA
does not collapse under pixel sampling, but that the error
is rather asymp totical and can be decreased further and
further by sam pling more pixels.

2.3

(6)
Sampling from L with norm probabilities (Equation 4)
amounts to sampling from A with covariation probabilities

IILII

2

pC:Ov, where
F,' = VL,i L" . IAl i Ai>· 1 can be computed
on th e rty while com puLing th e column norms.
2

pj0'U

2.4

iI
= -IL/
-2-

IILII F,

(7)

Fast PCA for calcium-imaging movies

'vVe first propose two altern at ive methods for pixel sampli ng (Algorithm 1 and 2) which we t hen utilise to perform
PCA on a small matrix (Algorithm 3). Sampling a llows for
all ada]Jtive r e~olution without a ~ h arp cutoff by a t hreshold .

Covariation sampling

2.4.1

Al t hough pixel sampling gives rise to promising results
(see a lso Section 3), the t heoretical bound is not very tigh t .
Can we then more explicitly select biologically relevant pixels so as to ensure our con fid ence in the fast approxi mat ion?
The intuition is, that, if our pixel sample covers all
glomeruli , the "biological error" will be small. We thus
mot ivate a biological criteri on, covariat ion between neighbouring pixel-timeseries, as an importance measure. The
assumptio n we rely on is about t he spatial aspect of the data,
namely that a glomerulus in an imaging movie covers several
adjacent pixels t hat a ll report t he same signal (plus noise) .
This a priori knowledge is a lso exploited in t he "manual"
analysis of imaging movies by visual ising the amount of
neighbourhood correlation for eac h pixel (see for example
Figure 2 in [4]) .

Pixel Sampling

In Algorithm 1, we sample exactly c pixel-timeseries with
replacement from the movie matrix A and scale them as
in the Monte Carlo framework [31. We employ norm-based
probabilities (Equation 4), such that we can m ake use of the
theoretical upper bounds.
Algorithm 1 Pixel sampling with r e placement , input:
rnovie matrix A E l~m. xn, number of pixels c, norm
probabilities p"orm = (po , ..., P(n - i)), output : sample matrix

CE

jRm xc

for all t E [1 , cJ do
pick column j from A with probabili ty Pi
C [ , tl := A[ ,jJ 1/.jC'iJj
end for
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Algorithm 3 Approximate peA , input: A E lRm x " ,
numb er of samples c, numb er of components k, o'utput:

The above sampling strategy is necessary for the Monte
Carlo scheme to work , however, for the covariation probabilities (Equation 7) , the most parsimon ious approach is
simply sampling without replacement: Algorithm 2.

T E IR"' x k , S E IRk x n
select c colu mns from A into C wit h Algori thml
Algorithm2

Algorithm 2 Pixel samp ling without replaceme nt,
input : movie m atrix A E lR"' x", number of pixels c,
covariation probabili ties pCo'" = (po, ... , P(n - I)) , output:
sam ple matrix C E lR"' xC

/ /compute NIPALS-style PCA on matrix C
for a lii E [1 , k] do
tl :=

for all t E [1 , c] do
sample j f/: R from A with probabili ty Pj
R := R U j ;

end for
Note that we can generally assum e absence of movement,
i. e. pixel identity remains the same throughout the meas urement. The AL is a fixed anatomical stru ct ure, and
small-scale movement that leads to shaky recordings can be
eliminated by standard image stabilisation (as e.g. in [17]).

2.4.2

3.1

II

II C l j

In Figure 2, we give also visual examples for t he prob.abili ty distribu tions. In contrast to the norms, covariance
probabili ties are concentrated on few regions, which can be
sam pled very densely even with small c.

Computing PCA

3.2

We em ploy NIPALS-style PCA [24] for compu t ing the
top-k components. Complexity for NIPALS-style PCA is
O(mnki) for k principal components and i itera tions until
convergence of the components. Typically, k and i are small
numb ers (i ~ 5 - 10) . In contrast, SVD with a space a nd
time complexity of O( mine n 2 m, nm 2 )) is generally not
efficient. In particular , the numb er of timepoints m can
still be the smaller d imension a fter sampling.
Note that Drineas et al. [3] assume t hat SVD is used for
Hk := SVD(C), however proofs for the error bounds do not
d epend on algorithm st ructure but rather on the eigenvalue
spect rum.
We have summarised the approaeh in Algorithm 3. The
first step consists of runnin g Al gorithm 1 or 2 in ord er to
obtain the n x c sample matrix C. To achieve the PCA
decomposit ion (Equation 1) , we then sequentially compute
the top-k components in T and obta in full-size images in S
by S := T+ A , where T+ is the generalised Moore-P eIll'ose
pseudoinverse of T.
The approximate PCA req uires O(mck'i) only for the
timeseries in T a nd O(mck'i + mnk) for both timeseries
and images. On top of that, we need O(n) for precomputing
t he probabili ties. In pract ice, we also profit from th e
red istribu tion of the computationa l load , which allows for
greater speedups: unlike sequential PCA computation , the
fili al ll Jatri x lTIul tiplicatiun is hi ghly p<I.ra.lIelitiable.

3.

al' g711aX( C l j E R)

while not converged do
Sl := CT tl / (tftl); tl := (Cs l ) / (sT Sl);
end while
C:= C - t fSl; T[ ,11:= tl ;
end for
S := T+ A / / compute full-size images

R: = {}

C [ ,t] := A[ , jl ;

01'

Empirical evaluation

As evaluation criteria we rely on t he Frobenius norm error
IIA - TS II F,' = II A - AkIlF,' as a stan'dard meas ure for lowrank approximation , and on the biologically motivated covar'iat'i on en ergy, the amount of local covari a tion accounted
for by the pixel sample (un ique column indices in R):
He

(L

IL1t1 2 )

/

IILII ~,

(8)

t = 1l1

Resul ts are presented in Figure 3. As baselines, we give
results from exact NIPALS-style P CA and approximate
PCA with uniform pixel sampling. All algorit hms were
implemented in J ava, using the Parallel Colt libra ry [23] .
Already small samples lead to low ad ditional error with
respect to the Frobenius norm. E.g. , on the Drosop hila2D
dataset, exact PCA achieves a Frobenius norm error of
73, 754.64 for a ran k-k = 30 approximation, where IIAII F,' =
117,668.99. In comparison, covariation sampling with Algori thm 2 achieves a Frobenius norm error of 75, 187.93 based
on only 1% of the pixels.
Both, norm error and covariation energy, reach abou t
the level of acc uracy of exact PCA already with sample
sizes of between 10% to 15% of t he pixels , whereas time
consumpt ion grows only slowly (FigUl'e 3). Generally, sampli ng based on norms or covari ation is superior to uniform
pixel sampling, and t he covar iat ion sampling with Algorithm
2 accumulates more covariation energy in smaller samples
t han the ot her strategies. Errol' bars for Algorithm 1 a nd 2
a re sma ll , indicating that results a re reproducible despite of
the randomised techniques.
How many pixels do we need to sample? While our
empirical measurements suggest that between 10% to 15% of
t he pixels are sufficient , even smaller sa mples of about 1 %
of the pixels give good resu lts in practice, the error being
already much lower than the expected upp er bounds (see
Section 2.2) . As a "safe" strategy we suggest to sample pixels
with Algori thm 2 until the cumulated covariation energy
exceeds a t hreshold , e.g. 0.95 (line in Figure 3).
To give a visua l impression of how t he technical quali ty
measures translate into image quali ty, we compare principal

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Datasets and pixel selection strategies

Our da tasets are "Drosophila2D" (Figure 2a: left and right
DTosophila AL; light microscopy, staining with G-CaMP
dye, 19,200 pixels x 1,440 t imepoints), and "Drosophila3D"
(Figure 2b: single D7'Osophiia AL; three-dimensional 2Photon m icroscopy, G-CaMP, 147,456 px x 608 tp) .
Both datasets are concatenations of measurements taken
in t.he same fly shorLly aft.er one anot.hr r. I n t.h e midd le
o f each measurement (except for controls), an odor was
)Jre~en ted tu the fl y. A tieries of d ifferent uuur~ was empluyed
which enables us to tell apart glomeruli based on their
d ifTerenLial response proper ti es.
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a) image fmm movie

b) image from movie

Figure 2: a) Image from the Drosophila2D mov ie , distribution of norm probabilities and dis tribution
of covariation probabilities. A 5% pixel sample (Algorithm 1 for norms, A lgorithm 2 for covariance) is
superimposed in black. b) Drosophila3D. For v isualisation, w e discretised the cont inuous z-axis into 9 layers .

co mponent images in S tha t were computed with exact and
approxima te PCA (Figure 4). Both spa n approxima tely the
~ arn e ~p aee , however , du e to t lt e uiff'l:r l:lIt inpu t ll1 at r ice~ ,
there is not necessarily a one- to-one correspondence.

3.3

positions in order to construct a glomerulus map [191. In
Figure 6, we show all independ ent component images from
SI C A that "contain" glomeru li. Note tha t the sig n is arbitra ry in an ICA decomposition [8], i.e. glomeruli can appear
black on wh ite or vice versa. Based on approxim ate P CA
we can detect all but one (marked with a star) componen t
already with a 1% pixel sample , whereas with a 15% sample
we can also recover the missing component .
Here, we have regarded the spatial and temp oral aspect of
the d ata separately, leading e.g. to spatial components tha t
are not entirely local (Figure 5a). For future a pplications,
it might be helpful to consider a spa tio-temporal criterion
[18, 201 that balances between spa t ial and temporal independ ence of the sources .

Application example: ICA

Recall tha t both P CA and ICA result in a decomposition
of the form Ak = T P CA SPC A , or A k = T I CA Si CA,
respectively. As input for ICA, we can either ta ke the principal component images in SP C A or the principa l component
timeseries in matrix T P CA .
In Figure 5a we give an example for temporal ICA on
principal component timeseries (Drosophila2D da ta , coval' iation probabilities, C = 0 . 1 5"~ , Here, the highest (black)
indicate the positions of a
coefficients in the image
glomeru lus pail', the same type of glomerulus in the left and
right AL . Both AL halves are mirror-symm etric and each
contain a full se t of glomeru li. Jud ging from t heir posit ions ,
the two glomeruli are very likely a pail', i.e. both receive
inp ut from the same ty pes of recep tor neurons and therefore
have equal (plus noise) response proper ties.
Ta king into account t he corresponding tim eseries in TfFA
(Figure 5b) , we can assume th at we indeed have found
glomeruli a nd not some other pail' of objects: we see a double
res ponse to t he double odor stimulation, where a response is
a sharp in crcase in Ouoresce n('c, followcd hy a der:line hel ow
base line.
For compa rison, we extracted (by thres holding) positions
of a ll black pixels in S f yA and computed their mean t imeseries on the raw movie A , i.e. the raw signal of t he
glomeru lus pail': F igure 5c. Here, we can see th at t he
movie consists of a concatenation of measurements t hat each
exhibi t a strong trend : the dye bleaches due to measurement
light, an artifact which is a bsent in the ICA component .
As another example, we have app lied spatial ICA, working
on S P C A as input,. T his ca n be helpful (,0 fi nd glomel'1lI11S

st l'

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that source separa tion can, in principle, detect glomerulus positions and remove a rtifacts in
Dmsophila imaging movies. Ma ny source separa tion algori t hms ex ist that op timise differen t criteri a and it remains
subject to fur ther research which method is most robu st for
a part icular d ata ty pe.
Here, we have con cenl.rated on findin g a [as l app rox ima te
solution to PCA that redu ces d ata size prior to so urce
separat ion. Delegating th e main computa tional load to the
preprocessing with fast P CA allows a ny source separa tion
a lgori thm to scale up easily with t he growing da ta sizes in
imaging. A fur t her promising area of application is, with due
modifi cat ions, online a na lysis such th aL elenoised m ovies a re
ava ilable already during t he course of the ex periment.
Our strategy for fast approximate P CA relies on simple
precomputa tions that can be perform ed in a single pass over
t he d ata. Based on a pTior'i knowledge a nd the inform ation
gathered in this step , we can sample pi xels from t he movie
in oreler Lo perfor m exacL l' CA mu ch morc emcicn Liy on
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a smaller m atrix . Sampling with norm probabili ties gives
rise to an upper bound for the expected error. Sampling
with covariation probabilities, we can ensure a high-quali ty
approximation by requiring a high amount of cova riation
energy in the sample.
Our empirical results show that small pixel samples reliably lead to approximations with low error. It remains
as an interesting question for further research , whether it is
possible to translate these results into theory, e.g. by proving
tight error bounds that incorporate the a prior-i knowledge.
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